Dictus Original

Dictus Original gives
users with foot drop
confidence and freedom
The Dictus Band has been helping users who suffer from foot drop to
rediscover an active life for many years now. The band lifts the foot
immediately after toe off, meaning doorsteps, the edges of rugs and
cobbles no longer pose an obstacle when walking.
Users avoid feeling restricted in their everyday life and no longer have
to worry about tripping over.

Benefits
Gives the user confidence
and freedom by reducing
the risk of tripping and
falling

A discreet and comfortable aid for all foot drop sufferers
Dictus Original is a discreet aid that is suitable for both adults and children. The strap is secured easily around the ankle with velcro and sits
comfortably in place all day. The ankle strap is made from real leather,
which is soft against the skin and becomes more comfortable each
time you wear it. There is a D-ring on the front part of the ankle strap,
through which the accompanying soft rubber band is threaded. This is
then secured to the hooks attached through the shoes’ lacing eyelets.
As the user walks wearing the Dictus Band, the foot is automatically
lifted by the rubber band. The Dictus Band is available in black and
natural leather and is suitable for use with most types of shoes.

Made from durable leather, which gets softer each
time you wear it

Read more and watch an instructional video on our website:

Available for both adults
and children

erimed.se

Soft rubber band which
flexes the foot
A discreet aid that is suitable for use with most
types of shoes
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Article no.

Product

Colour

530200-031

Dictus DS-02XL

Xlarge >26 cm

Black

530200-021

Dictus DS-02L

Large 20-27 cm

Black

530200-011

Dictus DS-02M

Medium 15-20 cm

Black

530200-000

Dictus DS-02J

Child 12-17 cm

Black

530300-011

DS-03R

Barefoot right

Black

530300-111

DS-03L

Barefoot left

Black

530300-000

DS-03J

Barefoot child

Black

530100-041

Rubber band/single

Black

530100-941

Rubber band 9 mm shorter/single

Black

530100-003

S-hooks/pair

530100-001

Plastic hooks/pair

Black

530100-002

Monohook for Dictus/single

Black

530201-030

Dictus DS-02NXL

Xlarge >26 cm

Natural

530201-020

Dictus DS-02NL

Large 20-27 cm

Natural

530201-010

Dictus DS-02NM

Medium 15-20 cm

Natural

530201-000

Dictus DS-02NJ

Child 12-17 cm

Natural

530301-011

DS-03NR

Barefoot right

Natural

530301-111

DS-03NL

Barefoot left

Natural

530301-000

DS-03NJ

Barefoot child

Natural

530101-041

Rubber band/single

Natural

530101-941

Rubber band 9 mm shorter/single

Natural

530101-002

Monohook for Dictus/single

Natural

